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Research.  Lexington, Kentucky:  CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2013.  137 pgs.  
 Zotero is one of several citation management software programs academics can use to organize their research, as well as to automatically add citations to their written works. Zotero uses a simple drag-and-drop or 1-click interface to import metadata from the web. It’s also free, making it an appealing choice compared to other programs. Professor Frank G. Bennett of Nagoya University released Multi-Lingual Zotero, a special (and still free) version of Zotero allowing researchers to record metadata in two languages for one item. As a Japanese Studies Librarian, I was immediately intrigued by a program that would let me save citation information for a Japanese book. Not only could I record the original Japanese language data, I could also have separate data fields with the Japanese Romanized into the Latin alphabet, as well as my own English translations of a document’s metadata. For scholars whose research takes them across languages, these features are essential for citing their sources. Multi-Lingual Zotero’s advances and features are brought to light in Bennett’s book 
Citations, Out of the Box: Adapting Zotero for Legal and Multilingual Research.  This book is partially a celebration of how far Multi-Lingual Zotero (MLZ) has come and fills many roles:  a helpful guide for beginners, a source of technical notes on how MLZ works, and a quick reference guide to citing different sources and their associated metadata fields. Before Citations was published, this information was spread out across several websites.8 Being self-taught in MLZ, my learning curve would have been significantly less steep had 
Citations: Out of the Box been published sooner. 
Out of the Box’s three chapters are informative but alternately engage and exclude the reader.  Each chapter addresses a specific audience, and swings back and forth between sections dealing with multi-lingual citations and sections dealing with legal citations.  Fortunately, subsections are titled clearly.  This system keeps the reader from being forced to go over details not relevant to their needs.  For example, chapter one is an overview of MLZs history and explains the complexities of multi-lingual and legal citation in general.  The subsection titles “(2) Multilingual: style by language,” and “(3) Legal: style 
by Jurisdiction,” are unambiguous.  Chapter two does a great service by walking the reader through setting up the software and is the most essential part of the book.  MLZ has a complicated initial setup, including two additional downloads needed for full functionality. Bennett covers each step with precise language and explains how each feature or adjustment in the default settings will 
8 Several of these sites are: http://citationstylist.org/, http://gsl-nagoya-u.net/http/pub/zotero-multilingual-overview.html, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psrogh0lwdk, https://forums.zotero.org/search/?PostBackAction=Search&Keywords=mlz. 
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 enhance the reader’s ability to manage their research.  The section labeled “Language Preference Panel” could be more detailed.9  This is one of the especially complicated aspects of setting up MLZ, and it requires some hands-on trial and error to fully understand how it works.  Unfortunately the author does not emphasize this here.  The final section of chapter two, “Getting Help,” not only points the user to an online FAQ10, but also explains how to participate effectively on the Zotero.org forums.  Chapter three covers technical details of MLZ like how to create Citation Style Languages (CSL) and how it stores metadata.  Librarians and programmers interested in making a contribution to MLZ’s functionality will find it useful, but otherwise it is rather technical compared to the rest of the book.  The appendices are especially helpful to students new to citing or instructors needing a helpful teaching aide.  Appendix A shows examples of what to input into MLZ’s data fields for a variety of different formats.  There are many examples of citations being output, but only in different legal citation styles.  While it is disappointing not to see APA, MLA, or Chicago styles being represented, they are well documented in other sources like the Purdue Online Writing Lab11 or the University at Albany’s Citation Fox.12 Appendix B explains how to properly format names, titles, and all manners of information so that MLZ produces citations and bibliographies that properly “auto-format” when choosing what style to use.  Like other sections of the book, there is a particular emphasis on legal citations, as MLZ creates a number of new data fields to accommodate them. When appropriate, multi-lingual elements are discussed such as how to enter Asian names into the author field. 
Citations: Out of the Box is a much needed guide, but also a paradox. It provides a roadmap for using MLZ effectively, but expects the reader to be familiar with ‘traditional’ Zotero. At least in East Asian Studies, I have observed scholars do not use citation management software because, until MLZ, true multilingual support was missing. Bennett’s book assumes a working knowledge of Zotero for a group of constituents who may not have had reason to use it. Zotero.org’s support page: http://www.zotero.org/support.page is essential for learning how Zotero and MLZ actually work. Despite these issues, once the reader has a grasp on Zotero’s basic features, Citations: Out of the Box is a welcome guide in ‘upgrading’ to MLZ. 
Citations: Out of the Box is a helpful first step in the technologies that power modern online citation software, at least through the lens of Zotero. The book is available free 
9 “Bennett - 2013 - Citations, Out of the Box.pdf,” 25, accessed July 27, 2013, http://citationstylist.org/public/mlzbook.pdf. 10 http://citationstylist.org/errata/ 11 The Writing Lab, Purdue University, “Purdue OWL,” Purdue Onlone Writing Lab, accessed November 18, 2013, https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/. 12 University Libraries, University at Albany, “Citation Fox | University Libraries,” accessed November 18, 2013, http://library.albany.edu/cfox/. 
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 online as a PDF at citationstylist.org, Bennett’s site where he discusses the development of MLZ.  The book functions best in this format.  The text is searchable and all URL’s can be clicked to go to the many different online resources that are needed to gain a complete perspective on Zotero, citations, and how to participate in the online community that supports MLZ.  You may wonder why you ought to buy the book when the PDF is clearly easier to use.  If you appreciate the work Bennett has done, then the $12 purchase is your stamp of approval and a show of support to help keep MLZ free. Adam H. Lisbon, Assistant Professor Japanese Studies Librarian CU Boulder Libraries 
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